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Dell Toad™ for Oracle Base Edition 
Key competitive advantages over Oracle SQL Developer 

 

1. Intuitive workflow 

2. Team collaboration  

3. Productivity: code completion, shortcuts, integrated knowledge base and data manipulation  

4. ER Diagram and Code Road Map  

5. Community window 

6. Data import and export operations  

7. Top Session Finder  

8. Project Manager  

9. Toad Data Modeler  

10. Automation Designer  

11. Extensive Oracle database version support  

12. Extensive support for version control systems  
 

Functionality Brief Description 
1. Intuitive workflow  
 

Provides an intuitive workflow that embraces a Development Best Practices 
approach and makes it fast and easy to transition from one task to another.  

2. Team collaboration  
Ensures that the project team can work together productively, enabling the sharing 
of common standards and code formatting.  

3. Productivity: code completion, 
shortcuts, data manipulation 

Speeds development time for developers of all experience levels; helps less-
experienced developers look like experts. Data grids enable rapid manipulation and 
interpretation of large data sets (even in a Unicode environment).  

4. ER Diagram and Code Road Map  
The ER Diagram provides a graphical view of database schemas and the Code Road 
Map provides a clickable diagrammatic   view of database PL/SQL code 
dependencies to dramatically improve interpretation and minimize errors.  

5. Community window 
Enabling ‘connected intelligence,’ the community window in Toad for Oracle v12 
gives users the ability ask questions and interact with the Toad World community via 
QA and forum posts, all without leaving Toad.  

6. Data import and export 
operations  
 

Save data into multiple formats, directly from the Toad Data Grids, or import data 
from Access, Excel, DBase or text into an Oracle table. Also, access Oracle 
Import/Export utilities and Export File Browser, which enable re-use of database 
objects and data by browsing the contents of your Oracle Export files and selecting 
what you need.  

7. Top Session Finder  
Determine which Oracle user session is consuming the most resources; works in 
conjunction with the Session Browser.  

8. Project Manager  
Enables project assets to be grouped in a list and distributed to team members using 
simple file sharing.  

9. Toad Data Modeler  
A cross-platform physical and logical data modeling tool which is FREE to Toad for 
Oracle customers. Reverse engineer from a schema (via Toad) or from a script and 
maintain different versions.  

10. Automation Designer  
Records and groups actions in Toad to create an automated sequential workflow 
(similar to a macro). These stored workflows can be shared with other Toad users or 
scheduled to run.  

11. Extensive Oracle database 
version support  

Supports Oracle database version 8.0.6 through 11g R2.  

12. Extensive Version Control 
support  

Supports MS VSS, MS Team Foundation Server (inc 2012), CVS, Perforce, PVCS, and 
Subversion or any MS SCC API compliant VCS. Perform all VCS operations on 
database objects and external files using Team Coding Dashboard. 
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